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Identifying Historical Contexts

What is an Historical Context?

Historical contexts:

Identify and explain the 

major themes, factors 

and processes that have 

influenced the history of 

an area

Their objective is to 

provide a framework to 

investigate and identify 

heritage resources

They are not intended to 

be a detailed account of 

all aspects of the history 

of an area

They are not intended 

to replace histories 

designed to serve other 

purposes

An analysis of history, including the very recent past, is central to 

heritage assessment and management. Any heritage resource 

needs to be considered in the context of the history and historical 

geography of the area surrounding it and the underlying historical 

influences that have shaped and continue to shape the area. 

The historical context of a place ensures that the significance of 

heritage resources can be understood, logically analyzed and 

clearly stated. 

An historic context statement is a document used in planning 

for a community’s heritage resources. It identifies the broad 

patterns of historic development in the community and identifies 

historic property types, such as buildings, sites, structures, 

objects, landscapes or districts which represent these patterns 

of development. An historic context statement provides direction 

for evaluating and protecting significant heritage resources. As a 

planning document, it is meant to be a dynamic work, evolving as 

community needs and desires change. 

Historical contexts, used in conjunction with a thematic framework 

and information about the physical evidence of a place, can 

suggest areas requiring more detailed historical research. The use 

of contexts and themes can draw attention to gaps in an existing 

heritage register. The historical context expands the thematic 

framework into an historical narrative about the place.
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What is a Thematic Framework?

Historical themes:

Put a resource historically 

in place and time

Unite a variety of actions, 

events, functions, people, 

place and time 

Prevent the concentration 

on any one particular type 

of resource, period or 

event in history

Ensure that a broad 

range of heritage 

resources is considered, 

touching on many 

aspects of the region’s 

history

Flow across all peoples, 

places, and time periods

Historical themes are ways of describing a major force or process 

which has contributed to history. The following historical themes cre-

ate an historical context of provincial, regional, and local history within 

which the heritage significance of each of New Westminster’s neigh-

bourhoods and their component parts can be understood, assessed, 

and compared.

History is complex, and as a result, important historical features, events 

and/or assets may not be easily slotted into one of the themes. Themes 

will overlap, and there will be repetition and perhaps ambiguity as to 

which is the most applicable theme. 

The thematic framework summarizes the context and themes identi-

fied for the five neighbourhoods. Essentially, the thematic framework 

is guided by asking the question, “What do people value about their 

neighbourhood, and why?” The framework is developed through a syn-

thesis of the historical context, research, information collected on site, 

and input from the New Westminster residents associations.

Historical themes developed for New Westminster’s neighbourhoods 

can be used to inform the management of the area’s heritage. This 

includes the selection of historic and cultural sites for nomination to the 

Community Heritage Register. It also includes the ability to sustain the 

area’s rich diversity of intangible cultural heritage, such as stories, fes-

tivals, celebrations, arts, sports, and other valued forms of expression 

and community building.

Additionally, the themes provide a background on the area’s historic 

identity and sense of place for consideration in any future economic or 

tourism initiatives.

Because themes connect the historical context to values and places, 

they are an excellent way to organize information so that it has continu-

ity. This information can then be used to move forward with the com-

munity heritage register and the writing of comprehensive statements of 
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significance.

Together, the themes are intended to:

Capture the heritage values of the city of New Westminster and the • 
evolution of its geographic community over time

Capture the reader or audience’s imagination in their language• 

Capture the unique character defining elements of the community • 
and overlaps between one community and elsewhere

Connect the past to the present• 

Connect heritage values to the experience of physical surroundings• 

These stories of the past and words and themes, that workshop 

participants, Community Heritage Commission members, the Stake-

holder Group and others identified as important characteristics of New 

Westminster’s neighbourhoods incorporate the stakeholders’ heritage 

values. Considered against the factual record of the historical context, 

heritage values were used by the consultant team as the basis for de-

fining the thematic framework.

Public Consultation

In order to understand what the community valued or was 
concerned about in their neighbourhood, sessions were held 
with the resident’s associations for each neighbourhood. The 
following questions were used to stimulate discussions about 
neighbourhood value and character:

What are some of the important features of the your • 
neighbourhood? 

Why are they important?• 

Where are they located?• 

What are some of the historical themes of the neighbourhood?• 

What words best describe your neighbourhood?• 

What are your concerns about changes to the • 
neighbourhood?
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Introduction

Neighbourhoods may be defined as geographically localized units 

of identity and cohesion within municipalities, being characterized 

by the provision of basic services (church, school, park, 

transportation, shopping) and a sense of community among residents. 

Neighbourhoods emerge, decline, disappear, strengthen, and alter their 

boundaries depending on a range of factors including the changing 

character of the municipality of which they are a part, population shifts, 

urban renewal, service availability, and municipal commitment to 

neighbourhoods’ value.

New Westminster’s neighbourhoods, while responding to present 

day sensibilities, have emerged out of a long municipal history whose 

principal features are essential to their understanding. The city’s fifteen 

neighbourhoods, and especially the five under consideration here 

(Queen’s Park, West End, Moody Park, Glenbrooke North, Connaught 

Heights), go back in time a century and a half.

Overall context for New Westminster’s neighbourhoods 
through time

Long before the first settlers made their way to New Westminster 

during the gold rush that broke out on the Fraser River in 1858, the 

area to which they came had been home to the Kwantlen people and 

an important food gathering site.

The influx of thousands of miners caused Great Britain to declare a 

mainland colony named British Columbia and to dispatch the Columbia 

Detachment of Royal Engineers to provide protection and construct 

infrastructure. Headed by Colonel Richard Clement Moody, the Royal 

Engineers arrived in late 1858. 

Moody decided virtually from his first sight of present day New 

Westminster on January 5, 1859, that it should, for defensive reasons, 

become the colonial capital, replacing the initial choice of Derby near 

Fort Langley further up the Fraser River. Water was the principal means 
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of transportation at the time, and the entry to the gold fields needed to 

be secured from possible attack by the United States just to the south. 

On February 14, Moody named the site Queensborough in honour of 

Queen Victoria, who shortly thereafter expressed a preference for its 

being called New Westminster.

New Westminster was from its beginnings a planned city. The Royal 

Engineers set up camp just to the east at Sapperton, named for the 

men of the Royal Engineers who were called sappers. From there 

they laid out roads, squares and public places, land reserves, and 

parks. Albert Crescent, distinguished by its Fraser River views, was 

intended to be the fashionable neighbourhood, its residences abutting 

a circular Victorian-style park named Albert Crescent after Queen 

Victoria’s husband. Before being recalled to Britain in 1863, the Royal 

Engineers also laid out much of the outlying region that would later be 

incorporated into New Westminster and cut a trail from the new capital 

to Burrard Inlet, the present day Kingsway.

On July 17, 1860, New Westminster was incorporated as a city, the first 

west of Ontario.

Map 1. Royal Engineers’ plan for New Westminster
From http://www.nwpr.bc.ca/parks%20web%20page/pictures/Map%20from%20NWMA%20collection%20web.
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New Westminster’s good times as a colonial capital and jumping-off 

point for miners occasioned a number of large residences. The home 

constructed by Fraser riverboat captain William Irving on Royal Avenue 

in 1865 would be purchased by the city in 1950 to become part of the 

New Westminster Museum and Archives. The City established the first 

public school in 1865 and the Royal Columbian Hospital in 1862. The 

Sisters of St. Ann founded St. Ann’s convent in 1864. 

The decline of the gold rush in the mid-1860s caused New 

Westminster’s fortunes to ebb. The earlier colony of Vancouver Island 

with its capital at Victoria was absorbed into the mainland colony in 

1866. To pacify Vancouver Islanders, the joint colony’s capital was put 

at Victoria, denying New Westminster the status on which its ambitious 

city layout was premised.

The capital remained at Victoria on British Columbia’s joining the 

Canadian Confederation in 1871. With the loss of the capital and its 

employment, the city’s population declined. New Westminster did 

Map 2. Early New Westminster within its regional context
From http://www.royalengineers.ca/earlytrails.gif from original in BC Historical Quarterly, 
Oct 1945.
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not entirely lose out however, gaining both a new penitentiary built 

with federal funds and a provincial hospital for the insane, renamed 

Woodlands School in 1950. Opened in 1878, the pair were constructed 

respectively on the site of the former Royal Engineers’ camp of 

Sapperton and on an intended pleasure ground located between Albert 

Crescent and the Fraser River. In the same year, John Hendry founded 

Royal City Planing Mills on the New Westminster waterfront.

As a condition of British Columbia entering the Canadian 

Confederation, the Dominion government committed to building a 

transcontinental rail line. Once it was known the Canadian Pacific 

Railway would locate its western terminus on Burrard Inlet, bringing 

the city of Vancouver into being, New Westminster sought a branch 

line. To raise the funds needed for a $70,000 construction bonus to 

the railway, the city council requested from the provincial government 

title to the land reserves laid out by the Royal Engineers for parks and 

squares. Victoria Gardens, St. Patrick’s Square, Clinton Place Reserve, 

Merchant’s Square, St. George’s Square, Alice Gardens, Louisa 

Gardens and St. Andrew’s Square were then subdivided into lots and 

put up for auction. While the action eroded the planned city put in place 

by the Royal Engineers, it encouraged new settlement. In anticipation 

of the arrival of the railway, new investment was made in the City. 

The completion of the CPR branch line to New Westminster in August 

1886 launched a second major period of growth. The branch line left 

the main line to Vancouver at the future Port Coquitlam and followed 

the riverfront Downtown on the south side of Front Street to a station at 

the corner of Columbia and 8th Street, transforming New Westminster 

into the metropolis for the agricultural Fraser Valley. Warehouses 

and manufacturing expanded, especially along the waterfront, not far 

from where many of the men, brought from China to help build the 

transcontinental line and then left to their own devices, made their 

homes.

Hundreds of new homes were built in the six years from 1886 to 1892. 
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New investment in institutional buildings responded to the growth 

in population. In 1886 the Sisters of Providence opened St. Mary’s 

hospital in the downtown. In 1889, a new Royal Columbian Hospital 

was built in Sapperton. The Central School was expanded on new 

schools built in Sapperton and the West End.

A commercial building boom took place, with beautiful three and four 

storey brick retail and office buildings being put up on Columbia Street. 

The City took a strong lead in providing infrastructure. A dam was 

placed across Lake Coquitlam and water supplied to the City and the 

surrounding municipalities. An electric generating plant was built to 

supply electricity to the City. Roads were opened and macadamized. In 

1892, the City created a city market on the waterfront, a place for farms 

in surrounding municipalities to buy and sell produce.  

New Westminster’s boundaries expanded. In 1888-89 the city 

acquired the suburban blocks laid out by the Royal Engineers, 

including Sapperton and a former military reserve on the tip of Lulu 

Island, named Queensborough. The Westminster Street Railway 

Company was inaugurated in 1890 to connect the downtown with 

city neighbourhoods. The next year a line constructed by the British 

Columbia Electric Railway Company linked New Westminster to rapidly 

growing Vancouver, whose nearly 14,000 residents were double those 

of New Westminster. Other lines followed. In 1892 the next door city 

of Burnaby was incorporated, confirming New Westminster’s northern 

boundary at 10th Avenue.

Investors were spurred to purchase land and entrepreneurs to 

construct elegant new homes, many of them near the large Queen’s 

Park laid out by the Royal Engineers and now sporting public gardens 

and an exhibition building. In 1892 provincial legislature incorporated 

Columbian Methodist College as the province’s first post-secondary 

institution, being opened the next year near Queen’s Park. Families of 

more modest means opted for newer neighborhoods like the West End 

with its fine views over the Fraser River.
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New Westminster’s growth, curtailed by a worldwide recession 

beginning in 1892, was about to renew itself when a fire centering on 

the downtown destroyed a third of the city on September 10-11, 1898. 

One estimate has almost half the population left homeless.

Good economic times based in lumbering, fishing, and agriculture 

facilitated rapid rebuilding. The face of the city altered as many rebuilt 

further from the downtown, along the new streetcar lines. 

While Queen’s Park continued to be the favoured residential 

neighbourhood, the West End, Sapperton, Queensborough, and the 

area around Moody Park, among the locations surveyed by the Royal 

Engineers, acquired more homes and also commercial and public 

buildings. New Westminster’s population doubled over the first decade 

Map 3. British Columbia Electric Railway line in New Westminster
From http://bcer.trams.bc.ca/pics/nwlq.JPG
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of the new century to 13,000 and upwards to 14,000 at the height of the 

boom. 

New Westminster again expanded during the buoyant 1920s before 

being humbled by the Great Depression. Increased industry along 

the waterfront pushed the remaining upper-class residents in Albert 

Crescent northward to Queen’s Park. In 1929, New Westminster 

became a major port with the construction of Pacific Coast Terminals. 

Over 600 new homes, many of them bungalows, were constructed 

across New Westminster before 1929, when the depression hit. Many 

vacant houses in good condition that then reverted to the city for non-

payment of property taxes, some of them architecturally significant, 

were torn down. Other large homes were converted to rooming houses. 

Newer neighborhoods expanded during the depression years as 

mostly modest homes went up. The West End grew to some 5,000 

residents, resulting in the construction of an elementary school in 1936. 

Queensborough, which shifted from farming to a multi-ethnic residential 

community, acquired a larger school. Moody Park got playgrounds 

and sport facilities, including a clubhouse. The city negotiated with 

the British Columbia Electric Railway Company to provide buses 

to emerging neighbourhoods, which began running in December 

1938. The first was a cross-town bus connecting the West End with 

downtown, resulting in the corner of 8th Avenue and 12th Street 

becoming an important junction for shoppers. New Westminster’s 

population grew from 17,500 in 1931 to 22,000 a decade later. 

New Westminster thrived during the good times following the Second 

World War. The City Council hired well known American planner 

Harland Bartholomew to create a new city plan. Produced in 1945-

47, it advocated New Westminster becoming a more urban place 

through apartment development in the eastern end of the downtown 

along Royal Avenue and duplex residences west of 6th Street and in 

Sapperton. The city’s commercial centre shifted uptown from Columbia 

Street to the junction of 6th Street and 6th Avenue after Woodward’s 
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department store opened there in 1954 complete with free rooftop 

parking for 300 cars with space nearby for 450 more vehicles. 

New neighborhoods competed for attention. The subdivision of Victory 

Heights, located east of Glenbrooke North and honouring by its name 

those who had served in the Second World War, occupied some of the 

city’s remaining unbuilt land. The nearby Massey Heights subdivision 

also filled with bungalows. The outlying area of Connaught Heights was 

amalgamated into New Westminster in 1965. 

New Westminster’s population expanded from 28,600 in 1951 to almost 

43,000 by 1971, before falling back to 38,500 a decade later and then 

climbing back to 43,500 in 1991, 54,700 by 2001 and 58,500 by 2006. 

One of the consequences was attention to urban renewal.

Some familiar landmarks disappeared. In 1980 the BC Penitentiary 

closed and was sold by the federal government in 1985 as part of 

a massive Downtown revitalization plan. The site was developed 

in stages for housing but two significant buildings were retained 

and designated as heritage buildings. A waterfront quay project got 

underway in 1986, the same year Skytrain service commenced. 

Woodlands School was closed in phases in 1996-2003, being rezoned 

for residential development under the name of Victoria Hills. St. Mary’s 

Hospital shut its doors in 2005.

The city’s changing face turned affected the neighbourhoods. In 1975 

the New Westminster City Council approved a plan to study each of 

them “in order to maintain or enhance their livability.” Reports followed 

on Glenbrooke North in 1975, Victory Heights in 1978, Downtown 

in 1978, and Connaught Heights in 1983. The question of what 

constituted a neighbourhood was considered in 1981 in a discussion 

paper looking towards a community plan: “The neighbourhood should 

be considered as the minimum planning unit in all residential areas and 

should be determined by the service area of an elementary school, 

local park and convenience shopping” (13). 
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The New Westminster “official community plan” adopted in 1998, seeks 

to balance growth “primarily through redevelopment and intensification 

of under-utilized land” with the city “retain[ing] its small town historic 

charm for residents.” During the consultation process, “the community 

emphasized that future growth needs to be well planned out, 

considerate of the neighbourhood and contribute to the overall livability 

of the City” (27-28). More specifically:

“The community feels that residential neighbourhoods should continue 

to provide a quality residential environment with quaint historic houses, 

newer compatible houses, as well as low rise and high rise apartments 

including neighbourhood facilities (such as parks, schools and grocery 

stores) within walking distance. The majority of future growth should 

be encouraged away from established single detached residential 

neighbourhoods to areas better suited to new growth”. (28)

The areas suggested during community consultation for “the location 

of new growth” were the Downtown, Queensborough, “undeveloped 

and under-utilized areas” such as Lower 12th Street, along arterials, 

as part of commercial streets, around the 22nd Street Skytrain station, 

through secondary suites in houses, and “in neighbourhoods of the City 

with older, multi-family housing stock” (27-28). The plan also looked 

to reducing the “impacts of heavy traffic adjacent to single detached 

homes” along 10th Avenue, 20th Street, and 12th Street. 

Residents attested to the value of neighbourhoods and of heritage, 

the two becoming intertwined in many minds especially in respect to 

Queen’s Park. The New Westminster Heritage Preservation Society 

was formed in 1974, shortly after two prominent Queen’s Park houses 

were demolished. The New Westminster Heritage Foundation was 

founded in 1992. That same year the older heritage society began 

publication of The Preservationist intended to draw public attention 

to heritage issues. Residents’ associations were formed in all New 

Westminster neighbourhoods.
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By the turn of the century the five neighbourhoods under consideration 

here, as well as the six others located around New Westminster, had 

acquired distinctive characters. Some attributes reflected the history 

of the city as a whole, others were specific to processes within the 

neighbourhood. Each of the five neighbourhoods whose profiles follow 

has gone through challenging times, been revitalized, and today to 

a more or less degree possess an identity and feeling of community 

among its residents.
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Connaught Heights

Skytrain station
Queensborough 
Bridge with bridge-
head

Power line corridor

Cemetery

School and park

Twentieth 
Street retail 
corridor

Views down streets and 
between houses to the 

river
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Connaught Heights Values

Connaught Heights is a late comer as a New Westminster 

neighbourhood, the area becoming part of the city only in 1965. 

Bounded on the east along 20th Street by the West End, Connaught 

Heights is like its neighbour bounded by 10th Avenue on the north, but 

by Marine Drive to the south and Fenwick to the west. The heritage 

management plan prepared for the City of New Westminster in 1993 

notes that, by virtue of the neighbourhood being located at the bend 

of the North Arm of the Fraser River, Connaught Heights residents are 

afforded panoramic views of the river flats to the south. 

Connaught Heights is valued for semi-rural character, dominated by 

views south and west to the Fraser River, and for feeling somewhat 

removed from the influence of the busier, more central parts of the 

city.  Its traditional, modest houses were in contrast to the more 

established neighbourhoods to the east, and speak of a time before the 

commodification of views.

The neighbourhood is of historical value as a physical record of a 

provincially administered residential area, only becoming part of the 

City of New Westminster in 1938 in order to enjoy increased servicing 

of the properties.  That early history of being outside the city with its 

formal requirements can still be seen in remnants of untamed rural 

landscapes in the area.  The landscape still marks its original situation 

on the fringe of the city adjacent to industrial areas: the string of open 

spaces, now parks, running up and east through the area marks the 

route of power lines.

The neighbourhood is valued for its socially and culturally independent 

roots that is an aspect of its existence outside the control of the City. 

The presence of Schara Tzedek Jewish Cemetery on adjacent property 

is another indication of the cultural independence afforded by being 

removed from the centre of the City. 
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Beginnings

Despite being surveyed by the Royal Engineers in 1859 as District Lot 

172, nothing much happened until 1909 with what was a provincially 

administered area. That year a 50-foot right-of-way was pushed 

through for a bypass route for the British Columbia Electric Railway 

line. The same year a north-south 150-foot right-of-way was created to 

contain four rows of wooden power poles.

One of the largest institutional land usages was the Schara Tzedek 

Jewish Cemetery opened in 1929. 

Although the first house was built in the area in 1910, residential 

construction only began in earnest during the 1930s. Sixty-three 

houses were constructed over the decade, mostly small bungalows 

along gravel streets with grass boulevards. In 1938 the area’s 

administration passed from the province to New Westminster, and the 

next year a water system was installed at the behest of residents. 

DL 172, as it continued to be known, was long its own place. A woman 

born in 1913 described how “Native Indians would pull their boats 

up on the banks of the North Arm of the Fraser just upstream from 

Poplar Island, where Westminster Quay is now, and go from house 

to house trading their hand-made baskets for other goods, especially 

clothing” (Dorothy Beach in Rudolph: 64). Through the interwar years 

New Westminster’s northern boundary of 10th Avenue was not even 

graveled, much less paved. By the time it reached DL 172, it was 

reduced to a walking path used for picking huckleberries and other 

such adventures. “When we first bought our lot here in 1940, ‘D.L’ had 

a country air about it, that’s what we really enjoyed” is how one woman 

put it (Norma Taylor in Rudolph: 12). A family moving there two years 

later opened Dogwood Market which became the neighbourhood 

institution for four decades on the northwest corner of 20th Street and 

Dublin. Into the 1950s across from the interurban tracks was “a large 

patch of bush that was full of pheasants” that used to forage there and 

in nearby backyards (Lou Treslove in Rudolph: 14). 
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Challenging times 

It took some time for the long term status of the area to be determined. 

A village was proposed in 1940, by which time there were 200 houses, 

but nothing ensued. In 1948 the area was named Connaught Heights 

Regulated Area, which resulted in stricter building regulations, a zoning 

plan, and street lights. A decade later, in 1959, residents petitioned 

to join New Westminster, but opponents ensured nothing ensued. 

A plebiscite two years later garnered 56% in favour, just short of the 

required 60%. Three years later, in 1964, another petition passed with 

90% for amalgamation, and on January 1, 1965, Connaught Heights 

was annexed to New Westminster. A new elementary school was built 

about this time.

Revitalization

A study undertaken by the city’s Planning Department in 1965 for 

the purposes of urban renewal divided the city into nineteen areas 

requiring further study. Newly annexed Connaught Heights was 51% 

residential, 11% cemetery, 2% other social amenities (school, church), 

10% industrial, and 27% vacant land (74). The 1965 study spared 

no punches in describing Connaught Heights as “a blighted and 

substandard area by City standards.” The reasons were spelled out in 

some detail:

“With minor exceptions there are no sidewalks, curbs or sewers, and 

pavements are deteriorated in most instances. Watermains and street 

lighting are inadequate. There are no park facilities and only one or 

two community facilities of any kind. Recently, there are 5 level railway 

crossings in the residential area, but if the remaining dedicated but 

undeveloped streets were to be opened there could be as many as 10 

crossings….Power lines cut diagonally across [Connaught Heights] 

leaving a swathe of vacant land, some of which is the best view land 

in the City. The rehabilitation of this area will require the combined 

efforts of the residents of the area, the City, and other public and private 

agencies”. (61)
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The imperative for “rehabilitation” spelled out in the 1965 study got 

underway in earnest in the next decade. A large capital works program 

was initiated in 1972 to upgrade basic services, including sewer, water, 

and paving. Recreational facilities and a neighbourhood park also 

followed. 

The neighbourhood continued to be impacted on by larger capital 

projects. The Annacis Highway and Skytrain both significantly affected 

Connaught Heights. A new interchange road system was constructed, 

and 20th Street on the neighbourhood’s eastern boundary was 

upgraded to handle twice the previous traffic capacity. The elevated 

Skytrain paralleled the rail line cut through in 1909. In 1985 a Skytrain 

station opened at the southern edge of Connaught Heights on 

22nd Street, which became a terminus for various bus routes. One 

consequence was regulations to prevent commuter parking in the 

neighbourhood.

In 1993 in the course of the city preparing a heritage management 

plan, several community open houses were held to identify resources 

and their best management. Over 30 persons attended the joint open 

house held in May 1993 for adjacent West End and Connaught Park. 

According to the summary of the meeting:

“People defined heritage resources as being “something of value in 

the community worth keeping” and “a link to the past” and “things 

evoking images of time past.” …As a way of defining what they meant 

by a “heritage resource,” participants offered examples ranging 

from renovated house, back always, landscapes, streetscapes and 

views. Reflecting the rural nature of the West End, many people 

noted that views, gardens, parks and open space were relevant 

heritage resources. One person notes that the original layout of the 

area itself was a heritage resource. People thought the definition of 

heritage should be expanded to include more recent resources. Key 

management issues relating to heritage involved the retention of 

views, access to the Fraser River and lack of green space. People also 

mentioned the need to preserve the continuity of the streetscape and 

regulate the scale of new development to ensure compatibility with the 
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existing neighbourhood”. (np)

By 2000-01 Connaught Heights residents had to some extent caught 

up with their New Westminster counterparts. The average household 

income of just over $57,000 was comparable to that of Moody Park. 

Home ownership at 60% was higher than the city average of 48%, the 

proportion with a university degree somewhat lower at 11% compared 

with the city average of 17%. The neighbourhood had the highest 

proportion of immigrants of any New Westminster neighbourhood 

excepting Queensborough. As with Queensborough, most of them, 

whether longtime residents or recent arrivals, were from India or the 

Philippines. 

Perceptions from within the neighbourhood

An open house for the Connaught Heights neighborhood was held on 

November 25, 2008. There were no attendees to the workshop.
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Connaught Heights Thematic Framework

Suburban development:

Later settlement in a location away from Downtown• 

History of provincial jurisdiction• 

Late development of housing - 1910, with more in the 1930s

Transportation corridor:

Interurban route along the Fraser foreshore• 

Highland Park cutoff• 

Skytrain• 

Industry and social infrastructure:

Location near industry along the Fraser River• 

Schara Tzedek Jewish Cemetery• 

Neighbourhood Features

Landscape Characteristics

An interwar suburban landscape with comparatively little urban • 

infrastructure

Natural Systems and Features

southwestern corner of benchland overlooking Fraser River• 

Spatial Organization

extension of street grid from earlier suburbs of New Westminster• 

no through traffic, being at the end of the benchlands• 

now ringed by Skytrain rights-of-way• 

Land Use

Suburban housing• 

Cultural Traditions

independence as farthest-flung residential area• 

newest piece of the city (latest to be incorporated into City)• 
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Circulation

vehicular and pedestrian ways out primarily via its eastern edge• 

major regional arterial on its southern edge (down the slope)• 

Skytrain station at its southern edge, with accompanying terminal• 

Topography

western edge of benchlands overlooking the Fraser River• 

slopes down south and west• 

Vegetation

suburban planting from the interwar period• 

Buildings and Structures

interwar suburban houses, and recent new larger houses• 

Views and Vistas

grand views of the Fraser River, bridges, and the delta lands both • 

south and east

Water Features

none• 
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Glenbrooke North
1950s subdivision character along much of Eighth Avenue and east of Fourth Street • 
Older fabric along Fifth Street south of Eighth Avenue• 
Renovated original houses• 
Surrounded by traffic• 
Walkable streets• 
Close to major centres• 
Nearby recreation and schools• 
Neighbourhood trees• 

Natural character of 
the north end of 
Queen’s Park

Variation in lot 
and block sizes

Original 
location of 
Glenbrooke 
Creek

Shaded 
area 
indicates 
low land 
associated 
with Glen-
brooke 
Creek bed

Terry 
Hughes 
Park
on historic 
lowlands

Sinclair Avenue  
Park

Royal Square 
shopping centre

McBride 
Boulevard:
major 
regional 
arterial 
road

Tenth Avenue:
major regional 
arterial road

Commercial 
develop-
ment on 
historic 
lowlands

Early farm; 
old barn still 
remains

Cherry trees lining
these blocks of 
Second Street

Fifth Street:
wide boulevard, with 
garden median at
south end

Views into
lowlands

Views into
lowlands

Irregular pattern
of back lanes

Commercial
development 
on
Sixth Street

Glenbrooke 
Ravine
Park and 
bridge over 
ravine
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Glenbrooke North Values

Unlike most other New Westminster neighbourhoods, the origins of 

Glenbrooke North lie in the natural environment. Glenbrooke North 

is, like the West End and Moody Park, located between 6th and 10th 

Avenues on the south and north. Sixth Street bounds it on the west and 

McBride Boulevard on the east. A heritage management plan prepared 

for the City of New Westminster in 1993 explains how Glenbrooke 

Creek and its ravine were once the prominent features of the 

topography, the former creek bed cutting across the neighbourhood’s 

northeast corner with the ground rising away in either direction of its 

banks. 

Glenbrooke North is valued in part for sharing some of the formal 

stateliness of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood to the south, particularly 

seen in the extension of the major Second and Fifth Street boulevards 

into Glenbrooke North.  The neighbourhood also has an immediate 

connection with the Queen’s Park parkland itself.  

The neighbourhood is of aesthetic value for having a landward focus 

with near views rather than a focus on the Fraser River and delta lands 

south and west of the city - a difference that makes it unique among 

the city’s neighbourhoods.  Its aesthetic value lies in the meeting of 

the grid  with the challenging topography of the old Glenbrooke ravine, 

and the variety of street dimensions, lot sizes, and land use that the 

accommodation of street to landform entails. 

Glenbrooke North is aesthetically valued for showing a robust selection 

of housing spanning from the early--20th Century Edwardian boom 

years to the post-Second World War suburban bungalow boom.

The neighbourhood is culturally significant for having been the place 

for large-scale commercial development and post-war public housing 

on filled ravine lands, and its replacement with multiple-unit housing 

immediately north of Queen’s Park.  
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Beginnings

Glenbrooke North’s natural environment early on gave way to man. 

When the Royal Engineers surveyed the area sometime before their 

departure in 1863, they gave no consideration for its natural features. 

The consequence is a square grid overlaid on steep natural contours.

This area became part of the city in 1888. Despite many subdivisions 

being registered, few earlier houses were constructed, and it was only 

in the decade prior to the First World War that building activity began 

in earnest, this in the area south of 8th Avenue and along 5th Street. 

Likely due to the terrain, lots sizes varied, including double and split 

lots, which gave a feeling of spaciousness. Proximity to Queen’s Park 

just to the south meant that some houses echoed styles there in their 

architecture and shingle use. In 1912 Herbert Spencer Elementary 

School opened to serve both neighbourhoods. 

Challenging times

Larger civic and federal priorities repeatedly intruded on the 

development of Glenbrooke North. In 1914 the ravine was filled in with 

a combined sewer for the city constructed in the Glenbrooke Creek 

bed. By 1948 the New Westminster Public Works Yard and Substation 

had been constructed on Ovens Avenue. About the same time vacant 

land that had been acquired by the federal government for wartime 

purposes became a 133-unit apartment complex for returning veterans. 

An undeveloped part of the federal site was in 1956 leased back to 

the city to become Terry Hughes Park located between 7th and 8th 

Avenues adjoining the neighbourhood’s eastern boundary of McBride 

Boulevard. Four years later an equal sized area just to the north was 

developed into the Royal Square Shopping Centre.

Revitalization

A study undertaken by the city’s Planning Department in 1965 for the 

purposes of urban renewal divided the city into nineteen areas requiring 

further study. An area roughly equivalent to today’s Queen’s Park and 
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Glenbrooke North neighbourhoods was 61% residential, 21% park, 

10% other social amenities (school, church, hospital, government 

services), 6% commercial, 2% industrial, and just 1% vacant land. The 

alarm the report sounded about the area’s changing character appears 

to have applied more to Queen’s Park except perhaps for drawing 

attention to “pockets of deteriorated buildings and mixed uses” (63). 

Concern over the character of Glenbrooke North grew during the 1990s 

as infill housing began to be built on vacant lots in styles considered 

incompatible with earlier residences. In 1993, in the course of the 

city preparing a heritage management plan, several community open 

houses were held to identify resources and their best management.

In 2000-01 the average family income of Glenbrooke North residents 

was the lowest of any of the five neighbourhoods at $53,477, which 

was, however, considerably higher than in the Uptown and Brow of the 

Hill neighbourhoods. As in Moody Park, half of residents owned their 

own homes, while the other half rented. One in five were immigrants, 

principally from Britain, India, and the Philippines with the most recent 

being from South Africa. Glenbrooke North contains Terry Hughes Park 

which has a sports field.

Perceptions from within the neighbourhood

An open house for the Glenbrooke North neighborhood was held on 

November 18, 2008. Attendees described themselves as the poorer 

next door neighbour to Queen’s Park. In line with this sentiment and 

echoing the joint Glenbrooke North/Queen’s Park open house held in 

1993, some of those present expressed less of a sense of community 

that did attendees at the Queen’s Park open house held later in 

November 2008. It was queried when and how the city formalized 

neighbourhood boundaries in the way they have.

Glenbrooke North was described as primarily residential with a 

1950s subdivision character. Attendees value the original homes with 

their distinctive architecture, some of which have been renovated, 
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and the relative stability of the neighbourhood’s multi-generational 

families. They noted only a few back lanes with some blocks having 

them and others not. Attendees value the sidewalk boulevards, 

boulevards in the centre of the streets, and the old lamp standards. 

The independent retail pockets with smaller merchants are considered 

important. Attendees appreciate Glenbrooke North as a walkable 

neighbourhood close to recreation, schools, and shopping, but not how 

the neighbourhood is surrounded by traffic. They value the Canada 

Games Pool, Sinclair Park, and the trees both there and on the streets, 

especially the cherry trees. 

Attendees have a strong sense of the history of Glenbrooke North, 

which it was pointed out could be spelled with or without the final ‘e.’ 

In line with their viewing the past as essential to understanding the 

neighbourhood, they explained that 5th Street is so wide because the 

foot of it was going to be the location of the legislative buildings when 

New Westminster was the colonial capital, pointed out that although 

Glen Creek and ravine are now filled in there is still a bridge over 

Glenbrooke ravine, remembered the old farms and wooded areas of 

the 1940s, told about how 6th Ave used to be closed off in the winter so 

the kids could sled down it, recalled that Terry Hughes Park was earlier 

a marsh and possibly a dump, and remembered how there used to be 

a corner store in the De Haas house at 2nd Street and 9th Avenue. 

Also indicative of pride in community in their pointing out that much oral 

history is available on the neighbourhood.
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Glenbrooke North Thematic Framework

Suburban development:

Later settlement in a location away from Downtown• 

Development during the boom years around 1912• 

Mix of lot sizes and diverse building styles• 

Centre for City infrastructure:

Infill of Glen Ravine and Glenbrooke sewer construction• 

Location of Public Works yard and city substation • 

Post WWII boom and transformation:

Commercial development on Sixth Street• 

Consumers for new retail facilities uptown• 

Royal Square Shopping Centre• 

Neighbourhood Features

Landscape Characteristics

An range of suburban landscapes dating from early 20th Century to • 

the 1960s, with comparatively little urban infrastructure

focus is the old ravine landscape rather than the Fraser River vista• 

Natural Systems and Features

buried Glenbrooke Creek• 

ravine lands• 

Spatial Organization

more or less regular extension of street grid from the earlier suburb • 

of Queen’s Park

Land Use

Suburban housing• 

regional park (Terry Hughes)• 

recent redevelopment of public housing into high density multi-unit • 

housing
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local and larger commercial• 

Cultural Traditions

ready access to major City park: Queen’s Park• 

Circulation

bordered by major roads, particularly Tenth Avenue to the North and • 

McBride to the east

Topography

ravine land running southeast/northwest through the neighbourhood• 

Vegetation

suburban planting from early 20th Century at its southern edge; • 

newer suburban planting elsewhere associated with period of 

development - for example cherry trees in post-Second World War  

areas

Buildings and Structures

suburban houses in the manner of the times they were built• 

Views and Vistas

intimate views of the ravine landscape• 

Water Features

none• 
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Moody Park

Views to Strait 
of Georgia

Back lanes func-
tion as streets: 

Kingston Street

Views to the
North Shore 
Mountains

Views to the
Fraser River
and bridge

Diverse: ethnically, economically, • 
age of residents
Walkable streets• 
Walk to nearby amenities• 
Character of houses: Arts and • 
Crafts, Craftsman

132 foot lot depth• 
High elevation, flat topography• 
Grass and trees• 
Bungalows• 
Moody Park creates the neigh-• 
bourhood character

Moody Park

Seventh Avenue 
Greenway

1912 houses

Kiwanis Pool
(now demol-
ished)

Pedestrian Path

Highrise/
Commercial

Development

1912 houses

Newer 
neighbourhood 

with regular street 
and lane pattern

Old 1889 School
located on this site

Kelvin School

Older part of 
neighbourhood

Bicycle Path

Open green space
with mature trees

Running track 
used
for jogging and
walking exercise

Early institutional
site planning

Old Woodward’s building and 
site: the development moved 
the centre of town here
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Moody Park Values

Moody Park’s beginnings, like those of Queen’s Park, go back in time 

to the Royal Engineers’ provision of grand city sites. The Moody Park 

neighbourhood is like the West End bounded by 6th and 10th Avenues 

on the south and north and by 6th and 12th Streets on the east and 

west. The City defines the same area but without the southeast 

commercial and highrise residential as Kelvin.  Its main feature of the 

area is 25-acre Moody Park along its southern boundary. The area 

slopes slightly toward the Fraser River.

The Moody Park neighbourhood is aesthetically valued for its place on 

the plateau, which gives it a big sky and wonderful views to the North 

Shore Mountains.  Its organization along street grids and parks is of 

historical value for having been laid out by the Royal Engineers.

The neighbourhood is of historical value also for the BC Electric 

Railway line that ran along Twelfth Street, and for the area’s main north/

south streets connecting with major regional arterials: Twelfth Street 

becomes Kingsway, and Eighth Street becomes Canada Way north of 

the City.

A social value of the Moody Park neighbourhood is its identification 

with the park of the same name.  The park is heavily used by the 

neighbourhood for organized and personal recreational use.  The area 

is of social significance for being historically a place for civic institutions, 

including the Loyal Protestant Orphanage and facilities for the military, 

who used Moody Park as a marshalling ground.  The southeast corner 

of the neighbourhood is culturally and socially significant as the site of 

the Woodwards shopping centre, which transformed the commercial 

character of the city after the war.

The streets and lanes of Moody Park are of social and cultural value for 

being the prime social spaces for neighbourhood residents. 
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Beginnings

The Royal Engineers surveyed the area in 1859, and in 1863 the city 

designated a site bounded by 6th and 8th Avenues and 8th and 10th 

Streets for public use, and one between 8th and 10th Avenues and 

6th and 8th Streets as a cemetery. The area became part of the city in 

1888. Subdivisions occurred in the part of the neighbourhood west of 

10th Street prior to 1890 in anticipation of the opening of the interurban 

railway. In 1889 the city created Moody Park, and shortly thereafter 

residential construction began along 6th Avenue on the new street’s 

northern edge. Craftsman bungalows came to dot the area. The area 

south of 8th Avenue was largely settled prior to the First World War. 

Amenities to residents included sewer installation and some small 

commercial nodes. 

The emerging neighbourhood, whose name and boundaries have 

shifted over time, acquired services beginning with a Methodist church 

on the corner of 6th Avenue and 12th Street in 1890 and a Presbyterian 

church in 1891. A school was built at the corner of 12th and Nanaimo 

streets in 1889. The British Columbia Electric Railway line running 

along 12th Street connected area residents to downtown New 

Westminster, to Vancouver, and to the Fraser Valley. The site for Lord 

Kelvin Elementary School was purchased in 1909. The school, which 

gave the neighbourhood its earlier name, opened in 1910, and shortly 

thereafter came the proverbial corner store just across the street from 

the new school.

In 1907, the area bounded by 10th Avenue, 8th Street, 8th Avenue and 

10th Street was subdivided. In 1912, a second school, Lord Lister, was 

built on the same site. In 1914, the cemetery site was the location of 

the city Public Works Yard. 

A child of the early twentieth century recalled how “Moody Park wasn’t 

much of a park” with “nothing but broom and scrub plants” in much of it 

(Jim Hyslop in Rudolph: 60). During the First World War it served as a 

marshalling ground for soldiers. The park was gradually developed for 
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recreation with the addition of a baseball diamond in 1912, a wading 

pool and playground in 1921, and a clubhouse in 1938 that was like the 

wading pool and playground courtesy of the Kiwanis Club. In 1958 the 

clubhouse would become the home of the New Westminster Parks and 

Recreation Department.

The interwar years saw the development of the northern part of the 

neighbourhood. The Loyal Protestant Orphanage opened on an unused 

part of the cemetery site in 1925, and at the beginning of the Second 

World War military barracks and a drill field were constructed nearby. 

With their removal following the war, the site was developed for public 

high schools. The orphanage was in 1984 renovated as the Royal City 

Christian Centre. In 2005, an assisted living facility was accommodated 

on the site.

Revitalization

A study undertaken by the city’s Planning Department in 1965 for 

the purposes of urban renewal divided the city into nineteen areas 

requiring further study. The areas of 12th Street and Moody Park were 

roughly coterminous with present day Moody Park neighbourhood. 

Twelfth Street, which extended a bit further west than does today’s 

neighbourhood, received a middling assessment:

This area, which sits astride one of the major approaches to the City 

[Kingsway] is very shabby and run-down in spots. Parking and traffic 

movement in and through the area are major problems. The area 

contains a mixture of stores, apartments, houses, and other uses which 

if rehabilitated or in certain cases, redeveloped, would be of benefit not 

only to the immediate residents and businessmen but to the City as a 

whole. (62).

Moody Park got a somewhat different assessment:

This area, predominantly single family, is somewhat isolated by a 

number of major streets. Excellent school and park facilities serve 

[Moody Park]. Surface drainage problems are known to exist, and 
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evidence of some deterioration and neglect is apparent in many of the 

blocks. The treatment of this area appears to be rehabilitation. (62).

The 1950s and 1960s saw a number of apartment buildings 

constructed along 12th Street and south of 8th Avenue. In 1993, in 

the course of the city preparing a heritage management plan, several 

community open houses were held to identify resources and their best 

management. Twenty-two persons attended the open house held in 

May 1993 for Brow-of-the-Hill, Uptown and Kelvin. According to the 

summery of the meeting:

“Residents defined heritage as being “something that has a story to tell” 

and “something unique worth saving.” A heritage resource may also 

be something of value to the owner or to the community….A heritage 

resource was further described as being something rare and, once 

gone, could not be replaced…As a way of defining what they meant by 

a “heritage resource,” participants offered examples ranging in scale 

from lamp standards to gardens, streetscapes and views….Although 

there was some concern about the increasing number of demolitions, 

many people felt that not all old buildings should be saved. New 

housing should be compatible with the existing neighbourhoods”. (np)

In 2001, three-quarters of present day Moody Park lay in the then 

neighbourhood of Kelvin, whose basic indicators roughly paralleled 

those of New Westminster as a whole. About half owned their own 

homes and the other half rented. Just over a quarter were immigrants, 

primarily from India, the Philippines, and the United Kingdom, with the 

newest arrivals coming from the Philippines and Bosnia-Herzogovina. 

The neighbourhood’s outstanding feature is Moody Park which has 

sports fields, arena with ice rinks, tennis courts, outdoor pool, lacrosse 

facilities, playgrounds, and spray park. An outdoor public clock was 

installed in Moody Park in 2008 and an outdoor pool is in the process 

of completion. The neighbourhood is also home to the outdoor sports 

facility of Mercer Stadium and to Century House, a municipal facility 

offering services and leisure activities for seniors.
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Perceptions from within the neighbourhood

An open house for the Moody Park neighborhood was held on 

October 28, 2008. Attendees emphasized the pride they take in their 

neighbourhood and in its heritage and natural resources. They value 

the diversity as to age, race, and economic status of the population. 

The neighbourhood was described as a ‘bungalow community,’ 

reminiscent of its Chicago counterpart. The use of Art Deco for new 

construction on 12th Street by the 12th Street Neighbourhood Society 

is appreciated. Garages are considered to be good accessories to 

heritage buildings. Sometimes it makes more sense to renovate a 

garage than the house itself. It is important to maintain the character 

of lanes, for they have an impact on the overall house design. It was 

noted lanes have potential as future streets. 

Streets and streetscapes matter, including 12th Street as a commercial 

corridor. It was pointed out that the Royal Engineers laid out repetitive 

areas echoing each other. In some areas, as below 8th Avenue, the 

streets do not go through, which is an inconvenience.

Moody Park attendees value the neighbourhood’s natural environment, 

including its location on a plateau, up high, with open sky and views 

of the North Shore mountains. Moody Park itself is beloved, including 

the pool and trails. Trees on the streets, including the 7th Avenue 

greenway, and in the park are much appreciated. The monkey puzzle 

and hemlock trees are considered important neighbourhood features. 

Attendees value the ability to walk everywhere. It is possible to access 

the neighbourhood by foot in all different directions. 

Attendees made several suggestions for neighbourhood improvement. 

Green space is cut off by the high school east of 8th Street. While 

the school track is used by the community, Mercer Stadium is mostly 

used for the school, not as much as it might be by the community even 

though it has the potential to become a regional facility. 

Moody Park attendees summed up their neighbourhood as having the 
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following characteristics:

walking place; ‘you can walk everywhere’• 

place to see the sky, feeling of being up high• 

views of the mountains• 

flat topography• 

place of grass and trees• 

neighbourhood centre in Moody Park itself• 

people• 

mix of ‘lifers’ and high turnover• 

ethically, economically, and agewise diverse• 

meeting place, social place• 

threat of being overwhelmed by through traffic• 

place of bungalows in the Arts and Craft and Craftsman • 

styles

place seemingly built up from Edwardian beginnings into the • 

1930s/1940s

older area south of 7th Avenue / newer area north of 7th • 

Avenue

50’ wide lots an important grain• 

some old houses with interesting history, as on the north • 

side of Nanaimo almost at 12th Street which was an old 

school and relocated on skids to present site

Deco theme given to 12th Street in recent years• 

away from the Fraser River as ‘New West North’• 

importance of 12th Street as the extension of Kingsway and • 

of 8th Street as the extension of Canada Way

7th Avenue as a cherished bike and pedestrian route, • 

connected through Moody Park to points east

institutional buildings as some ‘other’ that is not part of the • 

Moody Park neighbourhood due to use and building type
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Moody Park Thematic Framework

Diverse history of settlement:

Later settlement in a location away from downtown• 

Douglas Road pioneer cemetery• 

Variety of housing types over time• 

Mix of uses• 

Sports and recreation hub:

Early establishment of Moody Park as a centre for recreation• 

Ongoing development of recreational facilities • 

Area of social and civic functions:

Military use of school site• 

Kiwanis Club activities• 

Loyal Protestant Home for Children• 

Post WWII boom and transformation:

Commercial development on Sixth Street• 

Bartholomew Plan• 

New high school, Woodward’s Department Store• 

Neighbourhood Features

Landscape Characteristics

An range of suburban landscapes largely dating from the interwar • 

period of the 20th Century to the 1960s, with some earlier 

landscapes at its southern edge

Natural Systems and Features

relatively flat plateau lands• 

Spatial Organization

grid of suburban streets with major roads criss-crossing through• 

Land Use

Suburban housing• 
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regional park (Moody Park)• 

Post-war redevelopment of southeast quadrant into high density • 

multi-unit housing and regional commercial

Cultural Traditions

ready access to major City park: Moody Park• 

sporting activities and events in Moody Park• 

neighbourhood walking/house watching down streets and lanes• 

Circulation

grid of major roads and local residential streets• 

Topography

plateau lands• 

Vegetation

suburban planting from the times of development in the 20th • 

Century 

major evergreen and deciduous trees associated with areas of • 

Moody Park not used as playing fields

Buildings and Structures

suburban houses in the manner of the times they were built• 

Views and Vistas

views to the North Shore mountains, Strait of Georgia and the • 

Fraser River and Patullo Bridge

Water Features

none remaining• 
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Queen’s Park

Views to 
Glenbrooke Ravine

Millworkers’
cottages on 
the rear of 
properties

Views to 
Fraser River

Views to 
Fraser River

Queen’s Park

Street widths on 
Second and Fifth 
Streets are 
remnants of origi-
nal grand plan for 
Queen’s
Park as the site 
of the 
Legislative As-
sembly; boule-
vards from 1912 
beautification

Site of major 
sporting institu-
tions, and the 
Arena and 
Arenex
buildings

City Hall and civic 
parks

on site that is 
remnant of the 

planned-for site of the 
Legislative Assembly

Major com-
mercial 

strip on Sixth 
Street

Remnants of 
public squares 
laid out by the 

Royal Engi-
neers

Armoury

Park Row a rem-
nant of
early grand plan 
for City as the Pro-
vincial Capital

Adjacent major green space (Queen’s Park)• 
Tipperary, Sullivan, and Friendship Parks, which in their • 
scale recall and English commons
Formal boulevard design (legacy of setting for future • 
Legislature Building), both in layout and details
Regionally important heritage• 

Very large well detailed houses on large • 
properties
Open manicured landscape settings for • 
historic housing
Common palette of materials (imparting a • 
sense of cohesion to the building design)
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Queen’s Park Values

Queen’s Park is the oldest of the five New Westminster 

neighbourhoods under consideration. While Albert Crescent was initially 

intended to be New Westminster’s prestige residential area, Queen’s 

Park soon took charge and continues to do so to the present day. The 

neighbourhood receives the most care and attention from residents and 

the city alike, due both to its long history of settlement centred on New 

Westminster’s largest and finest park and to the character of many of 

its homes. 

Queen’s Park as bounded on the north by 6th Avenue, on the south 

by Royal Avenue, on the west by 6th Street, and on the east by the 

75.5 acre Queen’s Park. The Queen’s Park neighbourhood is higher in 

elevation than the Downtown neighbourhood to its south and does not 

contain steep slopes or rapid topographical change.

The Queen’s Park neighbourhood is of aesthetic value primarily for 

its outstanding stock of houses and older apartments in a variety of 

stately traditional styles set in a landscape of mature trees, shrubs, and 

planted borders.  It’s streets are aesthetically valued for their variety 

- from the tiniest of lanes to the grandest of boulevards with planted 

medians - and variety of pavements with great physical character.  

The intimate parks that are the legacy of the Royal Engineers in the 

neighbourhood are of aesthetic and social value, giving the area 

specific unique character.

The area’s aesthetic importance lies in part in the relative physical 

cohesion brought about through the deployment of a common palette of 

materials commonly found in late 19th and early 20th Century housing.

The area is historically of value for having received much planning and 

building attention, (for example, being planned to accept the provincial 

legislative assembly, being the site for the civic and military institutions, 

and the major recreational park), and yet also for being an area with 

millworkers’ cottages and small informal streets.

!
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Queen’s Park is of cultural value for its association with the city’s 

establishment and its role as the most prestigious residential area 

in the city.  It is valued as the historical centre of governmental and 

military power. Its attention-getting grand housing (often given names) 

claimed the area for the city’s elite .  Its residents still figure prominently 

in civic affairs, playing a central role in foundation of city-wide heritage 

preservation society and a wider consciousness of the value of heritage 

in the province. 

Beginnings

The Royal Engineers marked out the area that now known as Queen’s 

Park including road allowances for wide streets and landscaped 

boulevards, land reserves, and squares in 1859. The next year the 

Royal Engineers surveyed 75.5 acres for what became Queen’s 

Park itself. The area very soon began to attract merchants and 

entrepreneurs seeking a prestigious location away from the noise and 

pollution of the downtown and river front. Subdivision into smaller lots 

began in 1880. The first house was constructed in 1862, being followed 

by a few others in its wake. 

In 1887 the city auctioned off land reserves acquired from the province, 

which opened up the neighbourhood’s southeastern edges and created 

many more building lots. The manager of the Bank of Montreal had 

built himself “Breezehurst” in 1888. This was the first of numerous 

architecturally designed elite residences. The city’s growth enriched 

numerous residents, and it was most often to the area around Queen’s 

Park they headed to make visible their new got gains. The largest 

house was “Blossom Grove” built for Henry V. Edmonds, one of the 

wealthiest men in the province. Queen’s Park itself acquired public 

gardens, race track, athletic fields, and the province’s finest exhibition 

building. By 1892 the area around Queen’s Park contained 104 houses 

home to 658 people.

The Queen’s Park neighbourhood acquired services at an early date 

compared to other areas in the city. In 1891 street railway tracks were 
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laid in Queen’s Park, running from Royal Avenue to 2nd Street, up 

Park Row to 1st Street, and down 3rd Avenue to 6th Street. Water and 

electricity followed. Just two years later, on the death of the owner of 

recently constructed “Blossom Grove,” located adjacent to the new 

transit line, the grand house was converted into Columbian Methodist 

College, the first post-secondary institution in British Columbia. 

That was not all. In 1906 Queen’s Park acquired paved street 

and concrete sidewalks, in 1912 a sewer system, and a year later 

street curbs, making it the first fully serviced neighbourhood in New 

Westminster. 1912 also saw the design of the landscaped boulevards 

on 2nd and 5th Streets. By then the area was basically filled up as 

an elite residential neighbourhood with some more modest houses 

located to the north and west of the park. In 1912 the area contained 

379 houses. New homes constructed during the buoyant 1920s mostly 

replaced earlier residences dating from the 1880s.

Challenging times

The next decades challenged the character of Queen’s Park. A fire 

destroyed the exhibition buildings in 1929, Columbian College closed 

in 1936 and its buildings torn down, and interurban service stopped the 

next year. The depression saw some homes that had reverted to the 

city for inability to pay property taxes being torn down. Then, during the 

Second World War, the federal government overruled local zoning laws 

to allow Queen’s Park residences to be converted into suites to meet a 

housing shortage, a regulation only repealed a decade after the war’s 

end. More change ensued. In 1955 the local zoning board permitted 

older multiple-story houses considered ‘obsolete’ to be replaced by 

more fashionable one-story houses. City policies in 1963 allowed 

apartment construction in part of the neighbourhood.

Revitalization

A study undertaken by the city’s Planning Department in 1965 for the 

purposes of urban renewal divided the city into nineteen areas requiring 
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further study. The area roughly equivalent to today’s Queen’s Park and 

Glenbrooke North neighbourhoods was 61% residential, 21% park, 

10% other social amenities (school, church, hospital, government 

services), 6% commercial, 2% industrial, and just 1% vacant land (78). 

The study sounded the alarm about the neighbourhood’s changing 

character: 

This area contains some of the oldest dwellings in the City and some 

of the finest homes. Many are being converted into multiple use 

and pockets of deteriorated buildings and mixed uses are scattered 

throughout most of the area. Evidence of private rehabilitation and 

redevelopment is apparent….Urban renewal treatment would most 

likely include rehabilitation and conservation measures. (63)

It was during the 1970s that the Queen’s Park neighbourhood turned 

around. Houses began to be acquired to be returned to single-family 

residences. A residents’ association was formed in 1977, and Queen’s 

Park residents played a central role in the foundation of citywide 

heritage preservation societies. In 1987 parts of Queen’s Park were 

returned to single-family zoning. 

In 1993, by which time the push for heritage conservation was well 

underway in New Westminster, the city initiated a heritage management 

plan. During the course of its preparation, several community open 

houses were held to identify resources and their best management. 

Eighty-five persons, far more than at any other open house, attended 

the meeting held in March 1993 for Glenbrooke North and Queen’s 

Park. According to the summary of the meeting, it was Queen’s Park 

priorities, and likely attendees from that neighbourhood, that drove the 

meeting:

People defined heritage resources as being “something of historical 

significance”; “whatever a community decides is a resource”; and 

“older people who tell you about the heritage of the neighbourhood”. 

People agreed that heritage resources contributed to the unique 

neighbourhood and sense of harmony in Queen’s Park. As a way 
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of defining what they meant by a “heritage resource,” participants 

offered examples ranging in scale from cobblestones to streetscapes 

and views. Although heritage was defined broadly, Queen’s Park 

residents emphasized the importance of larger older homes and 

the built environment, and listed many historical homes by name as 

being important examples of heritage. People mentioned the need to 

preserve streetscapes instead of concentrating solely on buildings. 

Small lot development and infill housing were perceived as impacting 

negatively on the existing neighbourhood – densification was regarded 

as being undesirable. … Many people wanted to explore the possibility 

of implementing development permit areas for part or all of Queen’s 

Park. Invoking design controls was also discussed as another 

management tool. Others mentioned the need to provide incentives to 

developers and homeowners to build and restore appropriately.

Queen’s Park continues to be distinctive, its population containing 

in 2000-01 the smallest proportion of immigrants, highest average 

household income, and largest percentage holding a university degree 

of any New Westminster neighbourhood. 

Perceptions from within the neighbourhood

A workshop was held with the Queen’s Park Residents’ Association 

on November 30, 2008.Participants expressed appreciation of their 

neighbourhood, including the relationship of houses to streetscapes. 

They like the high proportion of older homes, not just pockets here 

and there. Most of the houses, being older, have a common palette 

of materials, leading to a sense of cohesion. Residents appreciate 

Queen’s Park as an intact neighbourhood, not just a collection of 

homes. The whole neighbourhood has a heritage character.

The neighbourhood’s past is very much alive to residents. They value 

the historical significance to homes, many of which were lived in or 

owned by provincial government officials and other prominent persons. 

They appreciate the capital city layout by the Royal Engineers that 

is visible in the boulevards. It was pointed out that the boulevards 
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on 2nd and 5th are laid out to symmetrically, framing the grounds 

between Queens and Royal Avenues for the legislative building which 

never materialized. Reference was made to resident input into the 

neighbourhood in 1913 and to the variety of housing styles even from 

the same era. Residents view Queen’s Park as western Canada’s 

oldest city in its collection of old houses.

The residents of Queen’s Park consider they share ideals in their 

love of old houses and appreciation of their care. They like being 

part of community that holds the heritage important. Residents also 

understand that the entire city enjoys the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. 

Queen’s Park is a regional resource in the sense that people come to it 

from all over to walk its streets and the adjacent park

Specific aspects of homes were pointed out. There is limited modern 

infill; rather it is an old house landscape, a time capsule. Residents 

value that no houses have garage doors as front doors. Distinctive 

structures were noted. These include the armoury, the buildings in 

Queen’s Park itself, mill workers’ cottages behind larger houses as on 

Arbutus Street, a house that was an old interurban station, a house 

within the envelope of an apartment building on 2nd Street at the 

bottom of Queen’s Avenue, an old schoolhouse that is possibly the 

oldest school in New Westminster being moved to 2nd Street between 

Royal and Queen’s avenues, and pre-1896 houses in the Queen Anne 

style.

It is not just homes but their settings which matter. The variety of lot 

sizes was pointed out, as was the good spaces between houses. 

Residents appreciate that people take care of their lawns and gardens. 

The neighbourhood is unconforming and not homogeneous, with big 

lots and little lots, but it all works together. Boulevards are in their 

dimensions, design, and materials very deliberate, forming a hierarchy. 

There are no sidewalks next to roads; rather they all have a grass 

boulevard buffer. Reference was made to stone walls such as those of 

Columbia College at Queen’s Avenue between 1st and 2nd streets, to 

!
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the boulevards on 2nd, 5th, and Queen’s, and to the interurban tracks 

running along 4th Avenue and Park Row. The quality of workmanship 

and craftsmanship was mentioned, as with granite curbs, the early 

asphalt setts on 3rd Street, sidewalks with stamped names. Laneways 

are important, sometimes having the stature of named streets, often 

without more than one or two houses fronting onto those lanes. 

Less tangible aspects of the neighbourhood also matter. Residents 

appreciate the aural value of the bells from Queen’s Avenue United 

Church at 6th Street and Queen’s Avenue. They value the Mayday 

festivals held in Queen’s Park that are the oldest in the Commonwealth, 

the Hyack festivals, the farmer’s market at Queen’s and 4th Street, and 

Easter in Queen’s Park. Sporting activities matter. Residents mentioned 

the athletic events that have occurred in Queen’s Park in hockey and 

lacrosse. New Westminster is a “City of Champions” and most sports 

took place in Queen’s Park.

The natural environment is valued. Reference was made to Tipperary, 

Sullivan, and Friendship parks, which in their scale recall an English 

commons. Queen’s Park is a walkable neighbourhood. Residents value 

the mature trees, the manicured lawns, the established plantings on 

City and privately held property, and fine views over the river to the 

south from many places in the neighbourhood. They enjoy living in a 

well-treed neighbourhood. Queen’s Park with its low density and lots of 

planting represents to its residents an escape from the larger busy city.

Neighbourhood changes were generally commended. New housing of 

three and four stories fits into the neighbourhood, as do the anomalies, 

being dwellings apart from the original houses. So do the infills, 

whether modern or heritage style houses. The neighbourhood, being 

a strong collection of large gracious homes, is so strong that it can 

handle the odd idiosyncrasy without dilution of the overall effect.

Attendees did express a number of concerns ranging from affordability 

to density to incompatibility of some homes, referring both to their 

building materials and to the quality of the building. There is some bad 
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new development. They worry about development on the periphery of 

the neighbourhood and about traffic. The view of the river must not be 

obliterated with downtown high rises. Trees are unprotected and need 

a tree protection bylaw. The neighbourhood is not bicycle friendly but 

could be: there are too many potholes in the streets. Green initiatives 

need to happen to retrofit and sensitively to upgrade older homes.

Queen’s Park Thematic Framework

Suburban development:

Later settlement in a location away from Downtown• 

Early agricultural history and development of some larger estate • 

lots

New house and commercial building construction during boom • 

years prior to 1913

Transportation corridor:

BCER connected New Westminster to Vancouver along Sixth Street• 

Post WWII boom and transformation:

Conversion of larger and architecturally significant homes into • 

suites

Construction of multi-family and apartment buildings• 

Neighbourhood Features

Landscape Characteristics

An range of suburban landscapes largely dating from the late 19th • 

Century and early 20th Century

Natural Systems and Features

high ground with waterways to east and south• 

Spatial Organization

mix of planned and idiosyncratic residential streets most set • 

orthogonally (with planned exceptions such as Park Row)

Land Use
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Early suburban estate housing• 

regional park (Queen’s Park)• 

major public institutions (recreational facilities in Queen’s Park, City • 

Hall, the Armoury, and major churches)

Cultural Traditions

ready access to major City park: Queen’s Park• 

cultural and sporting activities and events in Queen’s Park• 

neighbourhood walking/house watching down streets and lanes• 

Circulation

grid of major roads and local residential streets• 

Topography

southeastern edge of high land over river lands• 

Vegetation

residential streets  with suburban planting from late 19th Century • 

and early 20th Century 

formal and informal civic planting on boulevards and medians• 

major evergreen (including native species) and deciduous trees • 

associated with areas of Queen’s Park not used as playing fields

Buildings and Structures

often grand suburban estate houses from the late 19th Century and • 

early 20th Century

Views and Vistas

views east from the Park, views south from the residential streets• 

Water Features

none remaining• 
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West End
Central location• 
Boulevard trees• 
Walk to nearby amenities• 
Mix of housing types, styles and • 
sizes
Overall pattern of sidewalk/boule-• 
vard/roadway

Old Melrose Estate

Views down streets and 
between houses to the 

Fraser River

Grimston Park

Garden and orchards

Dorothy Beach house

Lord Tweedsmuir School
(Art Deco details)

Location of old 
fire hall

Site of 1890 purchase has
a particular character

Local commercial strip with 
Deco character detailing

Back lanes area key 
feature of the West End, 
used as walking routes

Seventh Avenue designated
as a bicycle path

Flat topography• 
Generally a uniformity of lot layout • 
Back lanes• 
Lack of green open space• 
Older houses may be farmhouses• 

Street trees
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West End Values

The West End quite early on became a more modest residential 

counterpart to Queen’s Park. The neighborhood lies between 6th and 

10th Avenues on the south and north and between 12th and 20th 

Streets on the east and west. While some of the terrain is level, other 

parts give spectacular views of the Fraser River.

The West End neighbourhood is of aesthetic importance for the relative 

uniformity of its residential development, featuring regularly spaced 

bungalows along the regular streets with ample sideyards for good 

views south to the Fraser River and the delta lands beyond, and for the 

recurring presence of retaining walls to manage the slopes on the uphill 

sides of streets.

The area’s social value lies in its working class roots, with many 

households headed by employees working in adjacent factories and 

warehousing.  Residents today value its unpretentious culture, enjoying 

the easy sociability of meeting neighbours on walks up and down the 

streets and lanes of the area.

The West End neighbourhood is of historical value as the home early 

civic institutions (such as the Providence orphanage) and large estates 

on the outskirts of the old centre of town (such as the Melrose Estate 

and Dorothy Beaches’ farm), before being subsumed by the later 

bungalow development.  The neighbourhood is valued for it Art Deco- 

styled Tweedsmuir School that is the area’s central institution today.  

Neighbourhood residents today value the area’s only major outdoor 

recreational area: Grimston Park.

Beginnings

The West End was like Queen’s Park surveyed by the Royal Engineers 

in 1859, but long used for agriculture. The area became part of the City 

in 1888. Several farm houses were constructed along 6th Avenue in 

the 1890s, being joined in the next decade by two of the area’s most 

prominent buildings. Providence St. Genevieve Orphanage and School, 
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run by the Sisters of Providence and designed by Sister Mary Joseph, 

opened in 1901 between 12th and 13th Streets and 8th and 10th 

Avenues, most of which long remained bush. The imposing brick four-

story Providence Orphanage was joined at the end of the decade by 

ornate ‘Melrose Estate’, imitating the American White House, stretching 

two city blocks and renown for its Bloomfield stained glass fabricated 

by an early New Westminster family company. 

The West End acquired an important amenity with the arrival of 

streetcar service along quite steep 12th Street. In 1890, St. Aidan’s 

Presbyterian Church was constructed on 7th Avenue in 1909. Some 

residential development ensued during these years, including 

numerous comfortable but not spectacular homes built mainly along 

12th Street, some of them by rail employees. From 1913 streetcars 

travelling along the middle of 12th Street had to contend with 

automobiles struggling up the hill. 

Building took off in the interwar years during what has been termed a 

‘bungalow boom.’ The reason for choosing the West End given by an 

arrival of 1937 was for “its nice views and its location to the schools 

and shopping,” a perspective undoubtedly shared by many others 

(Alan Webster in “Saving”: 10). The neighborhood, which grew over 

the decade to some 5,000 residents as development spread westward 

to 16th Street and beyond, became known as ‘Honeymoon Heights’ 

and ‘Diaper Lane.’ A consequence was the construction of Westside 

Elementary School in 1936, being renamed after Lord Tweedsmuir 

in 1942. The modernist Metro Theatre opened on the corner of 7th 

Avenue and 12th Street in 1938. As recalled by one resident: “The 

Metro Theatre was real cheap entertainment in the 1930s. For 25 

cents you could sit there all night long” watching movies (Jim Hyslop in 

Rudolph: 60).

Tract housing followed during the Second World War, commercial 

development and some apartment buildings in its aftermath. All the 

same, many of the everyday amenities associated with neighbourliness 
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persisted, as with the small family-run store on the corner of 18th Street 

and Edinburgh, and Stan’s Light Lunch on 12th Street near 6th Avenue 

whose neon sign announced its specialties of hamburgers and ice 

cream. 

Challenging times

The neighbourhood’s two most prominent architectural features 

were both lost to the West End during mid-century. Providence 

Orphanage was closed in 1960, being demolished a year later and 48 

townhouses eventually constructed on the site. Melrose Estate was 

during the 1940s converted into a private hospital and in 1979 sold 

for redevelopment. The large property was subdivided into sixteen 

single-family lots. Its Bloomfield glass was rescued by the Vancouver 

Museum. 

Revitalization

A study undertaken by the city’s Planning Department in 1965 for 

the purposes of urban renewal divided the city into nineteen areas 

requiring further study, one of them being the present day West End. 

The neighbourhoods was 82% residential, 8% park, 6% other social 

amenities (school, church, hospital), 2% commercial, 1% industrial, and 

2% vacant land. The assessment was mostly positive:

The general quality of the environment in this area is good, homes 

are well-maintained, and the local improvements appear to be of a 

high standard. There are, however, problems of mixed uses, traffic 

movements through the area, and the gradual deterioration of the 

structures and municipal services. The location and development of 

the park facilities could be improved through urban renewal. The most 

probable treatment for [West End] appears to be conservation and 

rehabilitation (61)

The West End neighbourhood began to be revitalized in the 1980s. 

Some new commercial buildings were constructed and street 

beautification began along 12th Street. A West End Resident’s 
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Association was formed in 1984.

In 1993, in the course of the city preparing a heritage management 

plan, several community open houses were held to identify resources 

and their best management. Over 30 persons attended the open house 

held in May 1993 for the West End and Connaught Park. According to 

the summery of the meeting:

People defined heritage resources as being “something of value in 

the community worth keeping” and “a link to the past” and “things 

evoking images of time past.” …As a way of defining what they meant 

by a “heritage resource,” participants offered examples ranging 

from renovated house, back always, landscapes, streetscapes and 

views. Reflecting the rural nature of the West End, many people 

noted that views, gardens, parks and open space were relevant 

heritage resources. One person notes that the original layout of the 

area itself was a heritage resource. People thought the definition of 

heritage should be expanded to include more recent resources. Key 

management issues relating to heritage involved the retention of 

views, access to the Fraser River and lack of green space. People also 

mentioned the need to preserve the continuity of the streetscape and 

regulate the scale of new development to ensure compatibility with the 

existing neighbourhood. (np)

In 2000-01 the West End had one of New Westminster 

neighbourhoods’ highest proportions of home ownership at 71% 

compared with 48% across the city as a whole. Its residents, almost 

a third of whom were immigrants, were among those with the highest 

average annual incomes across the city. Immigrants came principally 

from India, the United Kingdom, and Philippines, immigrants between 

1996-2001 from Pakistan, India, and Iran. The neighbourhood contains 

Grimston Park, which has sports fields, tennis courts, lacrosse facilities, 

and playgrounds.
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Perceptions from within the neighbourhood

An open house for the West End was held on November 26, 2008. 

Many of those who attended were long-time residents, having worked 

at BC Telephone, the Safeway Depot, or Scott Paper. Attendees 

consider the West End a great location, being “twenty minutes to 

anywhere.” They like their neighbours and appreciate the character 

of their neighbourhood. While nostalgic for corner stories, attendees 

value the retail area located on 12th and 20th Streets along the 

neighbourhood’s western and eastern boundaries. 

The West End was described an oasis surrounded by traffic. 

Attendees made special note of how much traffic calming adds to the 

neighbourhood. It was pointed out that avenues are more level and 

larger than streets. The sidewalks within boulevards, having a strip 

of lawn between the sidewalk and the street, are appreciated, as are 

boulevard trees, e.g., on Hamilton Street. Stewardson Way acts as a 

barrier, cutting off a small part of the neighbourhood. 

Back lanes are especially valued as walkways, as being more 

neighbourly than streets, and as locations for children to play. It was 

pointed out some lanes have houses built on them and some have 

names, e.g., Kelvin.

Attendees expressed appreciation for West End houses with their 

mix of ages and styles. House watching during walks is a favourite 

pastime. Older houses might have begun as farmhouses as this was 

an agricultural area at one time. Many other houses were built in the 

1940s. Three houses on 7th Avenue and the houses on Nanaimo 

stand out, as do the structures built along the 12th Street streetcar 

line, the fire hall constructed in 1949, and the 7th Avenue Greenway. 

Tweedsmuir School is valued as an Art Deco building

New development is in the view of attendees mostly good with a few 

exceptions, e.g., 13th Street and Hamilton. Attendees like the large 

lots and small houses with no ‘monster houses.’ It was pointed out that 
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houses must be built with the top floor smaller due to zoning stipulating 

60% of the area being on the bottom floor. Houses’ smallish footprints 

plus the distance between them with wide side yard setbacks makes 

the neighbourhood appear light with good long views between houses. 

The environment matters. Attendees appreciate the views to the Fraser 

River and also to the mountains. They value the sense of light and the 

green space. Their one park, Grimston Park, is very precious and must 

be kept. Street trees, boulevard trees, fruit trees are lauded. It is also 

appreciated how yards are well manicured with mature landscaping. 

West End attendees summed up the neighbourhood’s importance in 

word portraits of physical places:

Grimston Park at 7th Avenue and 20th Street• 

old houses, grounds, orchard and trees at Marine Way and • 

20th Street that is ‘old Dorothy Beach’s property’

all the lanes for strolling, a favourite pastime of residents• 

Tweedsmuir School as an Art Deco building• 

pedestrian and cycling path along 7th Avenue• 

the blocks between 12th and 13th Street and 8th and 10th • 

Avenues, described as an 1890 purchase by an institution 

of some sort, with a compound of buildings between London 

and the lane between Dublin and Edinburgh; an orchard on 

the southeast corner of the building compound; and grounds 

between the compound and 12th Street

Kelvin Street, which a lane between Hamilton and 7th • 

Avenue

The many views of the river• 

neighbourhood portions cut off by Marine Way• 

commercial area along 12th Street, which a bit run down• 

disappearance of half a dozen corner stores sprinkled • 

amongst the houses

lanes for children’s play, neighbourly chats, walks• 

old boulevard trees on some blocks, e.g., London and 13th • 
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Streets

remnants of the old Melrose Estate on 6th Avenue between • 

16th and 18th Streets including stone walls along 6th Street

West End Thematic Framework

Suburban development:

Later settlement in a location away from downtown• 

Early agricultural history and development of some larger estate • 

lots

New houses and commercial buildings sprang up during boom • 

years prior to 1913

Transportation corridor:

BCER connected New Westminster to Vancouver along Twelfth • 

Street

Post WWII boom and transformation:• 

“Bungalow Boom” of modest middle class homes• 

Modern styled commercial development on Twelfth Street• 

Neighbourhood growth and connection to downtown• 

Neighbourhood Features

Landscape Characteristics

An range of suburban landscapes largely dating from the interwar • 

period of the 20th Century

Natural Systems and Features

relatively flat bench lands above the Fraser River• 

Spatial Organization

grid of suburban streets with major roads criss-crossing through• 

Land Use

Suburban housing• 

local park (Grimston Park)• 
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Cultural Traditions

neighbourhood walking/house watching down streets and lanes• 

Circulation

grid of major roads and local residential streets• 

Topography

flat bench lands• 

Vegetation

suburban planting from the times of development in the 20th • 

Century 

Buildings and Structures

suburban houses in the manner of the times they were built• 

Views and Vistas

north view of the North Shore Mountains• 

south and west views of the Fraser River• 

Water Features

none remaining• 
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